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Abstract 

This chapter looks at sources of solidarity among Palawan people, a group of 

swidden agriculturalists inhabiting the southern part of Palawan Island in the 

Philippines. In the first section, it examines the role of kinship in creating and regulating 

relations. While kinship tends to be inclusive, it fulfills different functions at different 

levels. Core residential groups are built around married female siblings. Larger 

residential units or neighborhoods are composed of such core residential units. At both 

levels, core units and larger residential aggregates, individuals can choose among a 

range of relatives with whom they associate. Kinship however is also used for a different, 

non-susbstantive purpose, as a formal grid for dyadic interpersonal status ascription. 

This grid has two dimensions: distance (collaterality) and asymmetry (in terms of 

age/generation and in terms of affinal relation) resulting in combined values of deference 

and closeness for any pair of co-speakers.  

In the next major section I examine the form, extent and purpose of cooperation. I 

conclude that among the three major forms of cooperative activities, economic, social 

and religious, it is not strictly utilitarian goals –especially food procurement—that 

determine the most frequent occasions for cooperative action or the larger work parties, 

but rather it is judicial, ritual, aesthetic, and festive reasons that motivate people to 

cooperate.  

In the final section I propose the use of the term fellowship as a better concept 

accounting for the kind of open aggregation characteristic of such community.  This 



concept, akin to companionship but with a wider range of application, entails the 

existence of a wealth of weak and asymmetrical ties, on the one hand, and the presence of 

strong ethical norms of solidarity on the other. I use the concept of conditions of felicity 

to account for the process through which an accumulation of weak ties results in a stable 

but open form of aggregation.   

Introduction  

Relatedness, among the Palawan people who are the focus of this contribution, 

must be accounted for using various approaches. One is kinship. Kinship and kinship-

related matters have spurred a spate of publications in recent years (see among others 

Carsten 2000, Franklin and McKinnon 2001, Godelier 2004, Dziebel 2007) and have thus 

reopened and renewed questions that once were of central concern to anthropologists. 

Some of these questions, like kin classification and kin recognition, the conjugal family 

and parenthood, are relevant to communities examined in this volume. Looking at the 

ethnographic literature describing these communities, one is easily convinced that, pace 

Jerome Rousseau (1990), kinship matters a lot. Ethnographers, more or less undeterred 

by the vagaries of theoretical fashions, kept paying attention to kinship terminologies, to 

the values and types of behavior attached to kin relations, to groups or aggregates based 

on or defined in kinship terms, and to kinship institutions like marriage, divorce, and 

adoption. Glancing at the ethnographic literature the reader is easily convinced that 

kinship matters to the people concerned. It matters a lot in most cases, but in different 

ways. It operates at different levels and through various channels. I will thus offer in the 

coming pages two different kinship-based models, one for the dynamics of aggregation in 

residential sets, the other for basic behavioral norms.  



Kinship however does not explain everything, and no matter how pervasive the 

idiom of kinship with its many attention-catching metaphors (see Carsten 1995), other 

factors are at play.  Observation shows that in the cases examined below, determining 

considerations in community building and social activities are not solely based on kin 

relations. Residential and marital choices are dependent upon personal preferences; 

criteria of engagement belong to a larger moral universe than one solely defined in 

kinship terms.  

Another important topic that must be attended to is cooperation. Humans need to 

cooperate for economic reasons but also for cultural, cognitive and psychological 

reasons. Each sector of activity has its specific kind of cooperative activity. It is 

necessary to determine to what extent a need for cooperation in each sector of activity is 

responsible for creating and maintaining social ties as well as the extent to which these 

various forms of joint activities influence and shape sociality.  

In this presentation two related concepts are found useful to account for the final 

aggregative outcome of kin-based and non-kin-based choices, and for modes of 

cooperative activities. One is the concept of weak tie and the other that of fellowship, two 

concepts that will be defined in due course below.  

Palawan Kinship 

Among the Palawan people, an indigenous cultural community inhabiting the 

southern section of Palawan island in the Philippines, kinship is very important but there 

is one thing it does not do, i.e. create corporate groups. Since, in any given residential 

area, everybody is located somewhere in the overlapping kinship networks of more or 

less everybody else (kinship tends to be inclusive in Benjamin’s sense, this volume), 

whenever two or three people get together they generally form a group of kinsmen, not a 



kinship group: a group of fellows, companions or neighbors who happen to have kin ties. 

Some kinship links however are conducive to the formation of small collective entities in 

a way I have described in previous publications (Macdonald 1977, 2007). The clusters 

created by these links are central to the formation of local groups or “neighborhoods”. 

Cognatic kinship does not automatically –as with automatic assignment of group 

membership at birth in unilineal descent systems—create fixed collective entities with 

clear boundaries. It always keeps a number of options open and the final choice is based 

on factors that may be purely personal, not normatively and narrowly premised on 

kinship principles alone.   Palawan kinship however fosters the emergence and formation 

of a certain limited kind of aggregate –what I have called the ‘residential atom’ or ‘core 

group’ (see below). It does something else as well: it provides a formal grid of status 

ascription. These functions are distinct and should be treated separately, but they operate 

in association. Kin classes are defined towards ego with unequal deference values. These 

values in turn play an important role in structuring and cementing a minimal form of 

residential and economic association. 

 

1. KINSHIP AS  A SUBSTANTIVE DEVICE FOR GROUP ASSIGNMENT 
 

I shall examine two different and complementary aspects of the susbstantive properties of 

kinship: the way they create core groups and the way these core groups or nuclei combine 

into larger sets.  

  

Core groups 



After a year of fieldwork in the highlands of southern Palawan island I was given 

by my Palawan collaborator and tutor in things Palawan, M. Jose Rilla, the key that 

unlocked the organization of the local community and made sense of the spatial 

arrangement of people and families in small local groups, which are the locus of 

interaction, activities and community life in every major aspect of its operation. This key 

is the concept of pinemikitan, from the root pikit, which, interestingly enough, means 

“glue”. The pinemikitan is the one to whom one “adheres to”, one “follows”, one “stays 

near to”, one “sticks to”; typically, the pinemikitan is the father-in-law and those who 

follow him --those “stuck to him”--, are his sons-in-law. Uxorilocality is the rule, at least 

in the first few years during which a couple gets established and raises its first two or 

three children. The core of this little collection of glued individuals is the predominantly 

female sibling group. I call it a residential atom. It looks like this:  

--Figure 1: core group-- 

This particular arrangement has important effects on the internal life of this core 

nucleus, or residential atom of kinship. The moral authority of the senior in-law, 

pinemikitan, to whom the junior in-marrying in-laws must defer, is what holds things 

together. The economic aspect of this arrangement is the circulation and distribution of 

food types, of which there are basically three:  

1- rice, the preferred food type: scarce, individually owned within the domestic 

family, 

2- vegetables and particularly tubers like cassava and yam: abundant, collectively 

owned and distributed within the sibling group,  



3- meat (game and fishes): scarce, shared within the core residential group, not 

individually owned (see Macdonald 2007:54). 

 

The most essential food type –one that survival is conditional upon —, type 2, is 

shared and circulated within the female sibling groups (and by extension their respective 

domestic families). Type 3 food, very much sought after but rare, is procured usually 

through activities of men who, as dutiful sons-in-law, bring their catch to the father-in-

law who then apportions (shares) it among all families in and beyond the local residential 

nucleus. Rice (type 1 food) is stored in granaries owned by individual families and is kept 

in these inviolate sanctuaries1. In sum then, three major categories of food match three 

fundamental categories of ownership, and three spheres of distribution. 

The internal structure of this atom of kinship and residence is thus multifunctional and 

provides a blueprint for basic day-to-day, face-to-face interpersonal relations, as well as 

for crucial economic transactions. 

Local groups (neighborhoods) 

Settlements or local groups, “neighborhoods” (rurungan, senkerurungan) as the 

Palawan call them, are usually comprised of a number of such “atoms” or core groups, 

two to five, or more in certain areas.   

                                                

1 It is forbidden or at least considered extremely bad manners to even peep inside 

someone else’s granary, legkew, which in the highlands is a sturdy little building with 

thick walls made out of tree bark. Individual or family ownership thus manifests itself 

clearly.  



The following diagrams illustrate an actual instance of how a core group 

(consisting of the families of Tuking, the leading elder, that of his son, and that of his 

grandson-in-law) maintained itself in a central position over thirteen years in an 

otherwise changed group composition.  

--Figure 2: Tuking’s core group, Lilibuten 1976-- 

--Figure 3: Neighborhood of Lilibuten 1989-- 

Decisions –usually made by the senior in-law, pinemikitan,--  in the choice of 

residence is open to a great deal of personal options. As land was neither scarce, nor 

privately owned, one could easily secure the agreement of another neighborhood for the 

right to cultivate a piece of land in the vicinity –or one just had to walk one more hour to 

go to one’s field. Even within the residential atom or nucleus, there was also a certain 

amount of possible choices as the senior in-law, or guardian of the married women, could 

be chosen among an array of real or classificatory uncles and aunts, grandfathers and 

grandmothers. As long as the relation was not too distant (2nd degree and more) and as 

long as the guardian was deemed to be a responsible senior person, related to the bride’s 

mother or father, negotiation was possible and viri- or neolocal options were acceptable. 

However, strict uxorilocality was a strong preference and tensions resulted from a 

reluctance to abide by it.  

The Palawan neighborhoods are simple aggregates. They are not formed 

according to the preceding rule of pinemikitan, but rather around multiple choices made 

by individuals and domestic families. Among these choices is a preference to live near 

someone who knows how to adjudicate disputes and settle quarrels, a “pacifier” or 

arbiter, expert in speaking the language of customary law, adat, adept at spinning the 

yarn of judicial matters, at restoring peace and healing the community. Healing again is 



another very much sought after capacity and people also congregate around such experts. 

At times the healer of bodies (memimiriq), the ritual specialist (belyan), and the healer of 

communal peace (memimitsara) are one and the same person. In such a felicitous case the 

group that aggregates around him tends to be bigger and more permanent. When people 

disagree too much with their neighbors, or find themselves unhappy with the general 

ambiance of the group, or change their minds about their choice residential area, or want 

to explore other little valleys better provided with fish or sago palms, or closer to good 

hunting places, or places nearer a market, or closer to an orchard or coconut grove they 

own, or again want to associate with other members of their kinship networks, or for any 

other reason, they move out.  I do not suppose that Palawans are more finicky or choosy 

than Parisians or New Yorkers are, they tend to contend with their circumstances as long 

as possible, but are nevertheless on the lookout for better opportunities, a change of 

environment or more congenial neighbors. Also, as practitioners of shifting agriculture, 

they stay in somewhat isolated field huts near their swidden for a good part of the year, 

thus alleviating the strain incurred in small and stuffy communities ripe with gossip.  

In the long run, as domestic units grow and parents become older, they regain a 

certain autonomy vis-à-vis their in-laws and in their turn become the focus of new kin-

residential nuclei. This happens when the daughters marry and bring in their spouses.  

Having married uxorilocally a man often goes back to his birthplace when his daughters 

or nieces come of age and he and his wife become new centers for core residential units. 

 

2. KINSHIP AS A FORMAL GRID OF STATUS ASSIGNMENT 



Kinship is used also as a formal grid for a definition of interpersonal relationships. 

This is best observed when kinship is employed as an address system. To that extent it 

defines dyadic relationships in the simplest and most elementary way, as being 

symmetrical or asymmetrical. In the language of hierarchy one would be subordinate, 

superordinate or equal. In behavioral terms that are more adequate to the Palawan 

situation, one is more deferent, less deferent or just deferent. It is best maybe to use the 

metaphor of ‘valence’ as defined in chemistry. Each relation (or term) combines with a 

different number of potential others and in does it with a different combining power. 

Seen in this perspective, kinship provides a grid of interpersonal status ascription and can 

be used in different circumstances and with different ‘valences’ attached to it. Affinal 

relations (with close in-laws) are restricted to a close range of in-laws while 

consanguinity is used to weigh dyadic relations in a larger field of interaction measured 

by collateral distance.  

Whether affinaly or consanguinealy related, nobody is mathematically equal to 

another. Seniority in the same or adjacent generations, and affinity (whether spouse’s 

consanguine or consanguine’s spouse) give the relationship its factor of asymmetry2. 

Collateral distance adds a factor of graded symmetry (the more distant the more equal). 

In other words asymmetry is asymptotically reduced to zero as one moves futher and 

further away. Strangers only can be completely equal. 

These formal rules do apply, let us note this very carefully again, to dyadic 

relations. They qualifiy dyadic ties but does not result in a vertical system of ranks. We 

                                                

2 In the Palawan kinship system I do not count gender among the factors of asymmetry. 



are facing a situation here where generalized equality is a paradoxical outcome of a 

network of dyadic asymmetrical ties3. The reason for that lies in another formal property 

of the kinship system. This property is its non-transitivity. The formula:  if A>B and 

B>C, then A>C is NOT true, because collateral distance tends to asymptotically reduce 

asymmetry to zero; in other words, the more distant the more equal. Let us say that A is a 

superior in-law to B, because A is B’s spouse’s father or uncle.  Let us say B is in the 

same position towards C (C is the son—in-law of B). So A>B and B>C. But A and C are 

unrelated and therefore no asymmetry obtains between them. It is noteworthy that this 

situation is exactly the opposite of what avails in unilineal descent systems based on a 

tree paradigm with transitivity as a defining function of the system.  

The formal properties of kinship terminologies to be universal codifiers of 

relatedness explain why, in many different kinship systems, kin terms are used as general 

address terms. It is thus correct to gloss the kin term maman, “uncle”, as “Mister” or 

“Sir”, and minan, “aunt” as “Mrs.” or “Madam”4.  

 

Weak ties and the autonomous subject 

We have seen that Palawan collective organization rests on a formal grid of status, 

which enables people to evaluate the nature and degree of their interrelatedness. It is also 

premised on substantive rules of membership in functional and  residential groups while 

leaving a lot of space for individual freedom of choice in selecting partners.  Groups, 

                                                

3 Cognatic systems are thus best understood as heterarchical (Crumley 1995), and not hierarchical 

(partial orders). 

4 In Vietnamese kin terms are used as pronouns. 



especially the maximal residential units or “neighborhoods”, are best described as 

impermanent aggregates not endowed with transcendence (they do not survive their 

members and are not seen as embodying a collective personality). 

As in other neighboring cultures (see Dentan, Gibson, Howell, this volume) 

personal autonomy is a given, something that is valued and fostered and most 

conspicuous in the way parents treat children (see Dentan 2008). Autonomy however is a 

tricky question and when defining it, one ends up meeting intractable logical and 

philosophical difficulties (see discussion in Gardner 1991).  I therefore choose to limit 

my discussion to the notion of weak and strong ties and to speak of autonomy and 

individual freedom in terms of those ties. 

Granovetter’s contribution (Granovetter 1973, 1983) has been justly recognized as 

seminal and immensely useful (e.g.Ikegami 2005) by showing that essential processes in 

human collective life happened through the agency, not of strong ties (like friendship), 

but weak ties (like simple acquaintance) because weak ties cross barriers of small tightly-

knit groups and carry information as well as other wanted or unwanted items (like 

diseases) in a much wider circles. Maryansky, a paleoanthropologist, and Turner, a 

sociologist, have also fruitfully used the concept of weak ties to help explain an important 

aspect of early humanoid sociality, the fact that unlike Cercopithecinaes, the first 

ancestors of Homo Sapiens, learned to be individually autonomous and freed themselves 

of strong ties binding them to small tightly-knit groups (Maryanski and Turner 1992, 

Maryanski 1994). This allowed them not only to disassociate themselves from 

conspecifics but to reassociate themselves at will with them. It also made macro-groups 

possible. A weak tie in other words in not only a tie that is not strong, disposable, it is a 



tie that is always available, or rather, reusable. It is a transferable tie. Weak ties may be a 

fundamental characteristic of human gregariousness. People passionately want the 

company of others but, at times, they want with an equal passion to terminate it. In usual 

circumstances they just want to keep connections alive but at low voltage, with the option 

of activating them when necessary or terminating them when proved detrimental to their 

interests. I therefore use the concept of weak tie in a more restricted sense than 

Granovetter’s to mean a tie that can be severed or terminated at will by either party, as 

opposed to a strong tie that cannot. In this restricted meaning of the word, citizenship is a 

strong tie because it cannot be terminated unless a third party (the state) gives permission; 

friendship is a weak tie because it can be terminated at will by one of the parties only.  

Palawan organization, and I suppose that of the Buid, Chewong, Semai and many 

others tend to use weak ties, not strong ties, in order to create aggregates bigger than the 

domestic family. One could object that strong ties exist, since they exist within the 

Palawan domestic family: one cannot ever deny a relationship to one’s parents. A mother 

will always be a mother. This statement however is not true in all respects. Palawan and 

Semai people share with North American Indians and Inuits a belief in the autonomous 

agency of very small children, including infants. Actually the Inuit (Saladin d’Anglure 

1986) and some Indian cultures like the Mohave (Devereux 1961) perceive of agency and 

autonomy in unborn babies5. Against this ideological backdrop one understands better 

                                                

5 The theme of intrauterine awareness and intrauterine memories is highly developed in 

Inuit culture (Saladin d’Anglure 1986) and Mohave people think that still-born babies 



why Palawan people may consider a baby’s repeated illnesses as expressing a rejection of 

the baby’s parents. New parents are then selected and will become the baby’s true 

parents. The saying that one does not choose one’s parents is not true in this case. The 

fact that a mother-child tie can be denied is proof that even the strongest possible kinship 

tie (the only one, with same mother sibling, predicated on a tangible biological reality) 

can be culturally contingent.  Another widespread institution in this culture area that 

points to a similar idea is adoption. The notion that a strong tie (mother-child) can be 

transferred is very much like saying that the tie is weak in the sense defined above. This, 

let us note, is not only compatible but congenial with the importance of babies as a social 

glue as argued by Dentan (this volume).  

There is a need to pause briefly at this point.  Paradoxically I have strived so far to 

highlight factors and dimensions that tend to reduce solidarity, rather than promote it. If 

ties are weak, individual agents completely autonomous, choices purely personal, and 

kinship nothing but a formal cognitive construct, then what compels people to stay 

together and cooperate? Rather than explaining solidarity –as I was supposed to do- I 

have undermined it. To make matters worse I have contended that relations between any 

two persons tend to have a degree of asymmetry, thus precluding a state of equality 

between all. I have then to look at the other side of the picture.  More generally speaking 

one has to face anarchy and egalitarianism as strange creatures. After all, what better 

social glue than obedience? What better cohesive structure than hierarchy?  

                                                

are babies who, in the fetal stage, have decided not be born. They are then counted as 

suicides! (Devereux 1981). 



Cooperation 

Apart from the atom or core kinship-residential unit, which might be considered a 

micro-society in the sense of having a “structure”, I consider that Palawan people have no 

‘social’ organization (see Macdonald 2008). They do, however, cooperate. But why? If 

we look at the different reasons that cause Palawan people to cooperate or induce a desire 

to cooperate in a wider circle beyond the domestic unit, I can see three areas where 

cooperation is either useful or necessary. 

1. UTILITARIAN AND ECONOMIC REASONS. 

As horticulturalists, foragers, hunters, and occasional fishermen, Palawan people 

do not depend on a whole lot of cooperation. I will for the time being put aside the 

question of sharing (see Macdonald 2008b) which is one the main forms of cooperation, 

and one that is most consonant with an egalitarian and gregarious ethos, as Howell 

reminds us (this volume, [add year of most relevant publication]).   

Cooperation in agriculture is profitable at three stages: a) cutting a new field in 

primary forest –with the special requirement of felling large trees with a work force of 

several adult males--, b) planting rice6, and c) harvesting. Cooperative parties in the first 

and third instances are small in size but more permanent (two families will decide to 

build field huts side by side and cooperate all year long, or a few individuals will help in 

the harvest). In the second instance work parties are large (the entire population of the 

settlement will get together) but last for only one day at a time. Single families can 

actually perform all tasks, although it is more difficult in the first instance and less fun in 

                                                

6 Harvesting rice can be done cooperatively but it is not as ritualized as planting and it is 

done on an individual basis. 



the second: planting is followed by a communal meal and is performed in highly festive 

spirits. During these occasions boys and girls, men and women, engage in a mock battle 

and smear each other with mud and charcoal.  

Hunting is mostly a solitary pursuit although a couple of hunters with their dogs 

might decide to go on a joint hunting party occasionally. Stunning fishes with the root of 

the tuba vine (Derris elliptica) in the pool of a stream, or on the reef at low tide, is done 

collectively Fishing expeditions on the reef, and on the part of the beach that is left bare 

at low tide, once a month, are done usually in groups of several families, but not always.  

Small trade implies markets and marketplaces, and a certain amount of 

cooperation or at least collective agreements are necessary, but traders ply their trips and 

manage their little stores individually, and markets are actually “owned” by single 

individuals. A market is where cockfighting and gambling take place, it is an occasion to 

meet and socialize. 

It would require a whole article to list all activities that engage people to act 

cooperatively at some stage or other. People exchange services and goods in various 

ways and expect help from neighbors and kin in times of crisis. Opportunities or needs 

for cooperation are numerous and make it a useful if not necessary institution. My point 

however is that cooperation requiring a large work force is needed to a very limited 

extent as far as basic procurement activities are concerned. You can fish, hunt, gather 

wild plants, cultivate your cassava and other crops without help. The basic husband-wife 

team is sufficient. Cooperation is not a survival requirement, as far as these activities are 

concerned.  

2. RELATIONAL REASONS 



As noted above two major activities, planting rice and going to market, are more 

fun than hard labor, or at least involve as much play as work. There is another area where 

cooperation is necessary, permanent and depends on extensive participation: traditional 

justice or adat law. The implementation of it requires public hearings with as many 

people as possible from the same or different local groups. Legal processes and litigations 

involve many discussions between many different parties and require the attendance of a 

large public without which the judge’s decisions are void and without validity. Adat law 

and bitsara (litigation, public negotiations) are essential to Palawan culture and collective 

life. They combine politics, law and entertainment, and are framed in an ethos of peace 

and non-confrontational interpersonal relations.  Because of their frequent instantiation, 

one could say that the Palawan people engage in permanent, community-wide legal 

cooperation.  

The same kind and amount of cooperation is required in marriage transactions, 

not only because of the amount of the brideprice –which is paid by the groom’s relatives-

- but because of the time and public attendance it requires as one of the main events in the 

life cycle of individuals and as a ritual event (Macdonald 1972, 1974). Weddings (bulun, 

tinahag) are probably imported cultural artifacts of Malay-Islamic origin, and their 

performance in contact areas show clear Islamic influences. They are important social 

rituals in any case; the establishment of a new couple and the crucial decision as to its 

location in the uxorilocally formed core group is of prime importance to the life of the 

community. Its performance includes ritual elements and a lengthy discussion, bitsara, 

with playful and entertaining, sometimes downright comic, aspects (Macdonald 1972). 

3. IDEOLOGICAL AND RITUAL REASONS 



The domain of activity that mobilizes the biggest crowds and sets up the most 

important community-wide forms of cooperation is ritual. Several large ceremonies of the 

tambilew type (Macdonald 1977), the panggaw type (Macdonald 1997, 2007), and the 

sinsin type (Macdonald 1990) require the cooperation of several families in preparation 

of a feast during which large amounts of rice-wine and food are consumed, and involves 

much work for the construction or repair of a large house where the ceremony will take 

place and guests accommodated. Many other smaller ritual events may also lead to 

cooperative action. In one coastal community where I did long field studies, Punang, 

ritual activities are more frequent and intense than elsewhere. I was struck there by the 

spontaneous cooperative endeavors of the people whose dynamic associative life seemed 

to rest on their readiness to engage in all sorts of “invented” ritual events, mostly 

ceremonies based on revelations received in dreams by self-appointed ritual leaders. 

These ceremonies, it must be noted, included a liturgy with music and poetry, and were 

actually artistic performances. Choreographies and chants were performed by a group of 

families whose members were enlisted as choir members and ballet dancers (Macdonald 

1984).  

In the Kulbi-Kenipaan river valleys the panggaw ceremony is the only event that 

endows the concept of regional area with a measure of concrete reality.  People from both 

valleys flock to the place where the earth is cleansed in a ritual performed annually of bi-

annually (Macdonald 1997). It was there also that I could witness the rather exceptional 

emergence of a central figure of authority over an entire regional area. 

I therefore agree with Howell’s contention (this volume) that a sense of belonging 

from which autonomous individuals draw an inspiration to act together,  can derive from 



ideological concepts relating to the cosmic order (as the Palawan rituals in Punang so 

clearly exemplify) wherein a general cooperation of all humans, both the seen and the 

unseen7, is called for.  

I would like to conclude this very brief discussion on cooperation by three 

remarks. The first is that, inasmuch humans are gregarious, they must be cooperative. 

The simplest form of linguistic interaction is a cooperative endeavor. Rules of 

conversation need to be followed and a common language must be learned. From the 

most conspicuous forms of activities engaging large parties, to minimal and sporadic 

interactions, cooperation is present under one form or another. The need for cooperation 

is a given. However, and this is my second remark, it need not assume a hierarchical 

structure, as in military activities which the peoples discussed in these pages reject. 

Hierarchical cooperation, or what sociologists call rational hierarchy, can cause the whole 

social body to adopt such an organizational pattern. Of course Semai, Buid  and Palawan 

alike will not engage in warfare and the reason for that is, I hypothesize, that they would 

have to adopt the hierarchical style of social life they resist. My third and final remark is 

paradoxically that cooperation is not needed primarily in materially useful activities (like 

food procurement, agricultural tasks, hunting, etc.) but in the pursuit of cultural, ritual, 

ideological, religious and artistic goals. Culture is the glue there: people cohere and act 

together with a deep sense of belonging and solidarity when their spirits are united. 

Music rather than work is the metaphor of their collective life.   

                                                

7 In the Palawan language spirits and supernatural beings are called “humans” or 

“persons”, taw. 



Fellowship 

In this last section, I need to reassess my general argument. My central concern is 

the conspicuous absence of groups endowed with what the French call personne morale, 

which is an explicit gloss for the notion of corporateness: “a group that is like a person”.  

I submit that this notion, so totally central to our understanding of ‘society’ (whether as 

ethnic, national, professional, religious, business, financial or domestic), is mostly absent 

amongst the communities we are studying in this volume, in spite of occasional and, I 

may add, questionable occurrences8. What takes the place of corporate groups as central 

constructs is a form of fellowship, similar to “companionship” suggested by Gibson 

(1986), or ‘familiarity” suggested by Dentan (this volume). It refers to an aggregate, from 

an informal gathering of people having an interest or goal in common, to a more formally 

structured group. The word fellowship, better than companionship that refers to a 

disposition rather than a group, points to an impermanent and open aggregate, which can 

change and morph into a harder and more stable, more closed entity. Workers Unions or 

Oxonian Colleges were fellowships, bands of equals who strived for a common goal. A 

College today of course does not look very much like its ancestor, an open monastic hall, 

and Unions are political and economic machines with powerful leaders. Over time a 

                                                

8 Corporate groups exist among the Iban (the bilek family), the Temiar (ramages), the 

West Semai (settlements) and the Dusun (villages). I used to consider the Palawan 

residential group, or neighborhood, as some sort of corporate entity until I realized that 

I was just foisting my own Western preconception of society upon an altogether 

different reality. 



fellowship can transform itself from a loose open group to a closed hierarchical corporate 

group.  

The Palawan suggests a case in which, instead of a society, we have a large and 

loose fellowship, or rather, several overlapping fellowships. What makes these 

fellowships cohere, the essence of their solidarity, consists in three different processes. 

The first is the accumulation of weak ties. The second is the working of asymmetrical ties 

not resulting in an overarching hierarchy of ranks. The third belongs to an ethical and 

normative framework of values and deeply internalized norms.  

While the invention of strong ties is, I suppose, historically determined, its heyday 

just preceding the birth of empires, when persons of rank and renown were followed in 

the grave by a retinue of slaves, companions and spouses (see Testart 2004), weak ties, 

that can be terminated at will by either party, were and still are the rule. The strength of a 

relationship conducive to solidarity as a mutual obligation is thus an accumulation of 

weak ties, so that the relationship is like a hank or a skein of fine strands. In other essays 

I have tried to reflect on what these ties were, how they originated; I have suggested the 

notion of “conditions of felicity” (Macdonald 2008) which refers to a situation obtained 

when interaction is desirable to all parties involved. This situation is what lies at the heart 

of gregariousness: a sense of belonging, of happy and serene equality, of safety, and of 

balanced and somewhat uncommitted relationship to other persons. Anthropologists have 

used words like “grace”, “intimacy”, “immediacy”, “harmony”, etc. Although a 

Durkheimian sociology tends to reject these notions as too psychological, I do believe 

they are of the essence in the kind of sociality or gregariousness that I am discussing 

here. Sharing of food (Carsten 1995), or sharing of healing words (like Alcoholics 



Anonymous, see Lechner 2003), co-resonance in the form of laughter and humor (see 

Macdonald 2008), or participation in religious (Amish, Hutterites), aesthetic (Japanese 

tea ceremony, see Ikegami 2005), festive (medieval carnivals, see Bahktin 1970), or 

communal activities (Rainbow Family, see Niman 1997) create not only dyadic but 

multiple horizontal links (see Ikegami 2005) and cause people to experience feelings of 

shared identity or, at a minimum, enable them to appreciate each other’s company. They 

create a collective mental state upon which maintenance of community life is conditional 

(Macdonald 2008).  

The other main characteristic of dyadic links in Palawan fellowships is 

asymmetry (see above). There are essentially two kinds of asymmetric relations, age and 

seniority, on the one hand, affinity (relation through marriage), on the other. This may not 

be a general situation and cognatic kinship systems differ in the way they distinguish or 

merge consanguineal and affinal kin9. As a formal grid of status, Palawan kinship 

prevents the spreading of asymmetrical relations in a tree-like (taxonomic) fashion, so 

that strong asymmetrical ties exist for Ego with a very limited number of partners who 

are in his immediate collateral circle. The weak asymmetry prevailing between distant 

collateral kin and strangers is comparable to the formal and respectful manners that 

                                                

9 As an indication, kin terms for “father-in-law” or “mother-in-law” and for “uncle” or 

“aunt” are merged in various languages of the region. The Palawan terminology by 

making a clear distinction between “in-laws” and consanguineal kin, is very consistent 

in that respect. Again, this is not the case everywhere else (see also Benjamin, this 

volume). 



people in Europe or America, adopt with adult strangers. The use of asymmetrical ties is 

a wise policy and a limited formal inequality is an expedient device to regulate 

interpersonal relations. The art of limiting its application and its parsimonious use must 

have been honed by many generations of gregarious egalitarianists. 

Norms of conduct, moral values, rules and normative propositions may actually 

be nothing but the conditions on which a gregarious and anarchic way of life is premised. 

The most important and most often quoted vernacular notion regarding interpersonal 

relations is that of ingasiq, which may be translated as “giving disposition, empathy, 

sympathy, compassion, pity”. Ingasiq is close in meaning to sharing (beginen, bagibagi) 

in the sense of partaking of one’s resources (even in the stricter sense given to the latter 

term as a nonreciprocal transaction, see Woodburn 1998, Macdonald 2008). Ingasiq is 

thus eminently an expression of solidarity (see also Kaskija, this volume, for Punan 

mai’). During my last stay in the highlands of southern Palawan, somebody told me “If I 

have food and others (neighbors, family) don’t, if I live and they die, what is the point of 

it? All must survive”. The idea that those who live together must share is so engrained in 

the conscience and habits of the people that whenever during a gathering I gave a cup of 

coffee to someone it was distributed among the entire assembly, each person receiving a 

few drops. Neighbors and fellows are like companions (“bread mates”) and comrades 

(“room mates”). Following Gibson’s apt statement (Gibson 1985), sharing of space, 

activity and food is thus one of the most important founding principles of this form of 

collective life.  

There is no rule for accepting or rejecting someone on the basis of a superior 

collective authority embodied in the person of a chief of representative of the group. This 



I have termed “subjective membership”, conditional upon the will of the member, not on 

the permission of the group or any higher authority, no matter how counter-intuitive this 

notion appears to us10. Such an unspoken acceptance entails no long term commitment. 

Were I to threaten their life, enslave them, or rape their children, as members of States 

were wont to do (Dentan 2008), it would be sufficient ground to strongly suggest I go 

elsewhere, or to take evasive action. In older times incestuous couples who thus 

physically threatened the rest of the community, or dangerous and insane individuals, 

were murdered, not as form of punishment, but as a protective action. 

Conclusion 

I and the authors of these collected essays are trying to find sources of solidarity 

in arrangements that would seem to foster selfish individualism rather than altruistic 

behavior, and we are asking the question of how and why people might be persuaded to 

help, cooperate, collaborate, share, give, defend, guard, protect, comfort, assist, and even 

please and indulge each other. The ultimate answer may lie in some predisposition or 

behavioral template we have inherited from our ancestors. It may be that the gregarious 

cline of humans fosters cooperation. But for fellowships to develop and endure in an 

adaptive way, producing small communities of equals, some measure of status 

                                                

10 As a foreign visitor, when I took up residence in a local neighborhood or community, 

nobody ever dictated that I was or was not part of the community. Being a human with 

a name, and staying there, gave me automatic membership, as long of course as I did 

not threaten their life or harm them in any way. In the society I live in, I can hardly 

belong to anything if I am not a duly accepted, card-carrying, fee-paying, duty-bound, 

and time-committed member. 



asymmetry must remain possible. Kinship in this respect has a mediating role in allowing 

status differences to create a manageable equality. The day-to-day management of 

volatile humans requires a modicum of control, and asymmetrical ties are convenient in 

this respect. But control in itself cannot produce cohesion, punishment does not give birth 

to virtue, and I have my doubts that a rational calculation of pure self-interest will 

generate solidarity, in spite of robust equilibria found in game theory. 

Fellowships have no transcendence, they are not persons, they are aggregates and 

in this sense they do have something in common with heaps of sand. For the grains to 

stay together they need to constantly readjust themselves and reconfirm their multiple but 

tenuous links to their immediate neighbors. Fellowships are very dynamic and solidarity-

seeking units producing random, shifting, and unpredictable arrangements. The constant 

is not the group, which never appears as an entity with a transcendent, person-like 

dimension11. The constant is a desire for community. People belong to a community but 

the community never owns people.  

Kin ties (parents-children and siblings) remain seminal and prototypical ties for 

other human ties inasmuch as they are learned at the earliest stage of ontogenesis and 

remain as a template for all others.  But kinship plays a different role within social 

systems on the one hand, and within gregarious and anarchic communities on the other. 

                                                

11 To be committed, to pledge one’s loyalty to a group as a personne morale is radically 

alien to the Palawan ethos This is why Palawan people cannot really commit 

themselves to any program, leader or cause, a situation which baffles indigenous rights 

advocates (Macdonald 2008 b). 



With the former, kinship becomes a subsystem immersed in a bigger system in which it is 

contained. With the latter, and inasmuch as kinship is inclusive, it is the linguistic and 

cognitive medium of all interpersonal and collective relations. In a manner of speaking, 

kinship is then the form taken by human gregariousness.  
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